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A B S T R A C T

GPR and reflection seisms share common physical and methodological bases but are sensitive to different subsurface physical properties. The peculiarities of the electromagnetic case impact data acquisition, processing and interpretation. We review multi-offset techniques in GPR applications focusing on similarities and differences through examples taken from different subsurface and target conditions.

GPR multi-offset data acquisition methods basically involve common-offset and common midpoint geometries: accuracy and work load are the main factors that drive the choice, together with effectiveness of the solution for the objectives of the study.

Multi-fold data processing algorithms can bring remarkable signal-to-noise ratio enhancement and offer the opportunity to extract additional information from field data. Velocity field and related dielectric constants distribution, attenuation and related conductivity variations, changes in the GPR response with offset are some of the examples. Coherent noise suppression and velocity analysis are key features in GPR multi-fold processing sequences and we review the relevant methods with examples of application in addition to technical aspects.

Multi-channel acquisitions, full wave-form inversion, pre-stack depth migration, azimuthal and polarimetric analysis, are among the many topics in current and future research that are briefly reviewed to provide some highlights of the forthcoming developments in GPR methods.

1. Introduction

In many archeological, engineering, environmental, and geological applications, ground-penetration radar (GPR) is nowadays an important geophysical tool to investigate the shallow subsurface (e.g., [30,53]).

Typical GPR surveys are collected in common offset (CO) or single-fold (SF) mode. CO acquisition deploys one transmitting and one receiving antenna that move together along the surface keeping a constant offset. Such configuration is also reposed as bistatic because it uses two antennas with separated transmitting and receiving functions. When a single antenna acts alternately as transmitting or receiving one (monostatic configuration) we have zero-offset conditions. In a CO survey a fixed geometry is usually applied, using not only a constant separation but also a fixed orientation between the antennas.

The first applications of multi-fold (MF) methods to GPR investigation date back to the early 1970s [44] but only in the 1990s the advances in GPR technology, namely the advent of low cost, portable digital units as well as the extension of GPR applications to increasingly complex exploration targets enlarged the interest to these methods. The basic meaning of MF is that each subsurface point is imaged by multiple ray paths (or, better, wavefronts), while in the SF the information about each subsurface point comes from a single ray (wavefront). MF techniques are the basis of reflection seismic data acquisition and processing since the 1960s of last century and contributed to the exponential growth of such method soon after the digital recording revolution [72,88]. Seismic processing techniques can be applied to GPR data due to similarities between seismic and high-frequency electromagnetic wave propagation. Several studies explored in detail the theoretical correlations between the kinematics of the two wave field methods [21,23,80]. The main differences regard the perturbing field characteristics and in particular the vectorial character of electromagnetic waves compared to the scalar nature of acoustic ones. Obviously there are important differences in physical parameters such as frequency, velocity, impedance and, clearly, some scaling factors.

Before the 1990s, signal processing applied to SF GPR data was minimal but with the advent of digitally recording radar systems new possibilities opened and several algorithms previously applied only to reflection seismic data were adapted to GPR processing [37]. Since that time more complex processing flows and...
dedicated analyses have been proposed and tested extending the applicability of the GPR and overcoming some limitations on the complexity of structures that could be reliably investigated with such geophysical tool.

In this paper we focus on MF technique by analyzing its peculiarities in GPR application in terms of data acquisition, processing and analysis, to provide a comprehensive and critical review. Future implementations made possible by recent hardware upgrades are further considered and evaluated.

2. Data acquisition

In reflection seismics the MF expression is usually considered a synonymous of “multi-channel” because a standard MF survey encompasses several (from tens to several thousands) receiving sensors (geophones or hydrophones) to record the kinematic and dynamic information (i.e. arrival times and amplitudes) of a wave field produced by a seismic source. The most common commercial GPR systems are, on the other hand, “single-channel-devices”, since they have just one receiving antenna to record the EM field produced by the transmitting antenna. Therefore MF data acquisition geometries should be tailored to be applicable to “single-channel” instruments. Disregarding the variations of the antenna azimuth (i.e. keeping the azimuth constant during the acquisition) there are three convenient acquisition geometries that can be used to collect MF data sets (Fig. 1). The easier way is to symmetrically increase the offset of the antennas while keeping fixed the midpoint between them (Fig. 1a). This acquisition geometry is usually referred as Common Midpoint Gather (CMP) as in reflection seismics. In the following, it will be referred as case (A). An alternative way is to move just one antenna away from the other usually recording the traces at increments multiple of a certain fixed step (B). This acquisition geometry is conceptually identical to the one used for marine seismic data acquisition with a single source and several receivers that are reproduced in the GPR case by the progressive displacement of one of the antennas. Therefore, a single Common Source (or shot) Gather (CSG) or Common Receiver Gather (CRG) is different from a CMP gather because the wavefronts illuminate different subsurface positions (Fig. 1b). Anyway, if we collect a series of CSG or CRG laterally shifted by a constant distance, it is still possible to rearrange (sort) the data into series of CMP gathers (Fig. 1b). It is interesting to highlight that in seismic surveys the data are usually recorded as CSG (by using multi-channel systems) and are then rearranged as CMP before data processing. There is another way to obtain MF data by using just one transmitting and one receiving antennas, by acquiring several CO profiles along the same path each with a different offset (Fig. 1c) (C). Also in such case it is possible to reconstruct the CMPs taking into account the locations of both antennas at each acquisition position.

As shown in Fig. 1, the maximum fold can vary as a function of the adopted geometry and survey parameters like the source (in seismic “shot”) interval. In fact, while in (A) the maximum fold is fixed by the number of measurements, which in turn depends on the offset increments, in the other two cases the fold is not constant along the profile and has a more complex dependency. For the case (B) the maximum fold \( F_{\text{max}} \) is given by the relation:

\[
F_{\text{max}} = N\Delta_{\text{off}} / 2\Delta_{\text{sh}}
\]
where $N$ is the number of receiver positions, $Δ_{\text{off}}$ is the offset increment (receiver spacing) and $Δ_{\text{src}}$ is the source spacing.

If such parameters are randomly chosen then the fold can be very low (at the limit just one) even if several CSG or CRG made by a lot of traces are collected.

In the case (C), the maximum achievable fold is equal to the number of collected profiles; such result is obtained when:

$$Δ_{\text{off}}=Δ_{\text{eff}}/2$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

or just by keeping fixed the location of the first midpoint of each offset. Fig. 1 shows that there is a decrease of the fold at both ends of the profile but in the (A) case. It is therefore advisable to extend the profiles in order to achieve a constant maximum fold in the zone of interest, thus preventing possible lateral variations of the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N).

From the logistical point of view it is quite obvious that the most efficient geometry is (C) followed by (B) where just one antenna is moved, and finally (A), which requires the maximum acquisition time. On the other hand, in terms of accuracy the best strategy is (A) while the less precise is (C) because is not so straightforward to follow the same path several times. Bradford et al. [16,17] applied an interesting hybrid acquisition geometry, using a multi-channel GPR connected with one transmitting and three receiving antennas. Data were acquired in a total of five passes of the set of four antennas along the same path, with a different offset range on each. This way a maximum fold of 15 was obtained in a relatively easy and rapid way.

All the above described procedures suffer from some constraints and limitations that depend on the physics of the EM wave propagation and on the instrumentation. Since the antenna dimensions have an inverse correlation with their central frequency due to physical constraints (e.g. [29]) and can be larger than 1 m for frequencies lower than about 100 MHz, the minimum offset for a bistatic antenna pair cannot be too small. Moreover, several commercial systems use shielded antennas, which are bigger than the corresponding unshielded ones. In addition to these logistical constraints there are some physical limitations that cannot be overcome. GPR systems are designed to propagate EM waves, which can be considered planar far away from the source. The immediate vicinity (less than about one wavelength) of an antenna is usually referred as “near field”, and is characterized by a strong electromagnetic field that theoretically prevents true wave propagation, as this energy is not yet coupled with the ground [27].

Therefore, in the GPR experiments the offset should be set large enough to assure far field conditions, even if there are some recent works [35,74] where the near field is used to extract information from the subsurface. On the other hand, the offset cannot be too large especially where high conductive subsurface materials are present. In fact, the larger is the offset, the longer is the ray path of the reflections and the attenuation of EM waves may reduce the amplitude of the wave field below the sensitivity threshold of the receiving antenna. Moreover, when the offset is large compared to the depth of the targets, the small spread approximation (SSA) cannot be considered valid anymore and the reflection traveltimes cannot be approximated by simple hyperbolas [88]. It is therefore advisable to limit the maximum offset to exploit analysis and processing algorithms based on SSA, like velocity analysis and stacking.

In addition to the MF data acquisition with variable offset but fixed azimuth, multi-azimuth and polarimetric surveys exploit the vectorial radiation characteristics of GPR antennas, which show marked angle-dependent amplitude and polarization variations [82,83].

A brief review of such applications will be provided in the following section; here we highlight the possible acquisition geometries and their implementation with a bistatic single channel system, postponing the description of multi-channel and multi-array devices in the discussion.

Fig. 2 gives a sketch of all the possible geometries between two antennas, considering that: they can be co- or cross-polarized, they can have the electric field vector oscillating along (TM mode) or perpendicular (TE mode) to the survey direction, and they can be oriented with their end points toward each other (End fire configuration) or with the broad sides toward each other (Broadside configuration).

To summarize we can remark that even if usual GPR surveys are performed in TE broadside configuration, which is sometimes also reported as perpendicular or transverse polarization (e.g. [53]), there are many other possible options. With just one transmitting and one receiving antennas we showed that there are several methods to obtain MF data, which are a special case of the more general category of the “multi-offset constant azimuth” surveys. In fact, if we vary the azimuth of one or both antennas during the acquisition we can record “single or multi-offset multicomponent” data sets, while changing the orientation of one or both antennas with respect to a target we acquire “single or multi-offset polarimetric” data sets. The two latter options were analyzed from the theoretical point of view and by forward modeling [52,81–83,85,75] but they are still not fully exploited for real extensive acquisitions.

### 3. Data processing and analysis

Data processing encompasses all the steps required to extract from any dataset all the useful information. It is conceptually different from “data analysis” because it refers to any algorithm that modifies the original data while the analysis encompasses temporary operations preliminary to processing steps or useful to achieve improved data component visualization and discrimination. Several of the algorithms that can be conveniently applied to GPR data were originally developed for reflection seismics or, in some cases, for image processing (e.g. [26]). It would be impossible to summarize here all the methods proposed to process different types of GPR data, but it is important to notice that they cannot be unified in a single and “standard” processing flow. Objectives of the survey as well as characteristics of site and data should drive the design of the processing sequence and the choice of the optimum parameters. In very lucky situations, where the subsurface is extremely uniform and simple and/or targets and background have a great EM contrast, the data could be interpreted without any preliminary processing, but these are indeed very uncommon cases. At least one procedure is almost always mandatory, namely the amplitude compensation (or gain). This is due to the high intrinsic attenuation of most materials [30] which makes it impossible to detect clear reflections even when they are related to relatively shallow interfaces.

#### 3.1. Review of the velocity analysis techniques

In lossy media, the velocity of a transverse EM wave $v_m$ within a material having electric conductivity $\sigma$, dielectric permittivity $\varepsilon$ and magnetic permeability $\mu$ is given by (e.g. [4])

$$v_m = \frac{\omega \varepsilon}{2 \left( \sqrt{1 + \tan^2 \delta} + 1 \right)}^{1/2}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\tan \delta$ is the loss tangent equal to:

$$\tan \delta = \frac{\sigma}{\omega \varepsilon}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

All the previous parameters are scalars only in homogeneous
and isotropic media, while in general they are both complex and frequency dependent. For low lossy media [30] Eq. (3) reduces to

\[ \nu_m = c/\sqrt{\mu_r \varepsilon_r} \]  

(5)

where \( \varepsilon_r \) is the relative dielectric permittivity (or dielectric constant) defined as the ratio between the absolute dielectric permittivity of the medium and the dielectric permittivity of free space and \( \mu_r \) is the relative magnetic permeability defined as the ratio between the absolute magnetic permeability of the medium and the magnetic permeability of the free space. For non-magnetic materials, representing the most common geological media, \( \mu_r \) is almost equal to 1 and can be neglected. With these assumptions the phase velocity of a plane EM wave is simply a fraction of the velocity in free space, with a constant of proportionality equal to \( 1/\sqrt{\varepsilon_r} \). So the velocity can be calculated with the simplified equation:

\[ \nu_m = c/\sqrt{\varepsilon_r} \]  

(6)

The EM wave velocity is an essential parameter of any GPR application because it is required for depth conversion from Two-Way Travel Time (TWT). Moreover, it is a crucial parameter in (a) several processing algorithms; (b) subsurface imaging; and (c) physical parameters estimation [39].

Depth conversion requires detailed knowledge of the subsurface EM velocity field, ideally at any subsurface point. The accuracy/affordability of such estimation depends on two factors: the GPR survey type and its acquisition parameters (both selected by the geophysicist) and the complexity of the subsurface. While just one or few velocity functions can be adopted in case of isotropic and moderately heterogeneous materials, and sometimes a single velocity value can approximate the actual velocity field, in most GPR applications, an accurate reconstruction of the EM velocity field is required in more complex cases. In addition, the velocity is an essential parameter in several processing algorithms (a), such as amplitude recovery, static corrections and dynamic corrections required by MF data. In particular, the amplitude corrections (both for radiation pattern and geometrical spreading) are a crucial task for any further quantitative analysis based on dynamic properties of the GPR waves and can be determined only when the EM velocities are properly estimated [39]. The EM velocity field is further essential in any imaging process (migration) aimed at reconstructing the actual subsurface structures and geometries (b). In GPR, migration is often performed by assuming a constant velocity or a very simplified velocity field. Both strategies do not take into account heterogeneity and anisotropy factors, which can be particularly important at shallow depths. So, the obtained results are only approximations of the real subsurface geometries, which may bring on mistakes and inaccuracies in the data interpretation. On the other hand, all the more sophisticated algorithms specifically implemented and proposed for GPR data imaging (e.g. [60,34,2]), as well as the ones adapted from reflection seismics [14,16,17,61,69] require a very accurate EM velocity field reconstruction in order to provide satisfactory results.

One additional use of EM velocity (c) is to provide a quantitative characterization of the materials. In fact, the subsurface EM velocity variations strongly depend not only on the rock composition, but also on fluid content and type. Therefore, from the knowledge of the EM velocity, it is possible to derive several useful petrophysical parameters such as porosity, fluid characteristics and saturation. Velocity (and other related physical parameters) are in fact increasingly used to aid the interpretation and to quantitatively characterize the subsurface in several environments (e.g. [42,86,50,79,89,73,46]).

The EM velocity field can be estimated from GPR data with different techniques that provide results with various accuracy levels. When only CO data are available, then the velocity analysis can be done by taking into account the diffracted events recorded on GPR profiles. It is in fact well known that the EM radiation generated by GPR is partly scattered when the soil contains objects having size smaller than (Rayleigh) or approximately equal to (Mie) its mean wavelength [41]. The most common velocity analysis techniques are usually reported as Diffraction hyperbola fitting and Migration velocity scan. They both exploit the shape of diffraction hyperbolas and can also be applied in an integrated way to any hyperbolic event within a GPR section. In situations where no reflections occur other methods can be applied but only in specific cases [38]. The main disadvantages are related to the attainable accuracy/resolution, since only few hyperbolas can usually be analyzed and they are irregularly distributed within the section. Moreover, in case of elongated targets like, for instance, pipes, the traveltone curve is hyperbolic only if GPR profile and target axis are almost perpendicular, otherwise it has an unpredictable shape. On the other hand, if the GPR profile is parallel to the target axis, we will not register diffractions but rather reflections from the top of the target. In real applications, the observed events are often a combination of reflections and diffractions rather than pure diffractions: in such cases, hyperbola fitting may result in incorrect estimations.

When MF data are available different velocity analysis techniques can be applied. The most common exploits the shape of the reflections on CMP gathers, which depends on the velocity of the layers above the analyzed one [88]. Considering a reflection event on a CMP gather, we can calculate the difference between the TWT \( t \) at a given offset and the TWT at zero offset \( t_0 \). Such quantity

\[ t - t_0 = \frac{2d}{\nu_m} \]  

where \( d \) is the distance between the top of the layer and the sensor. This method is also known as Time Migration Velocity (TMV) and it is used to improve the accuracy of the velocity estimation by taking into account the effects of the anisotropy and the heterogeneity of the subsurface. However, it is only applicable in cases where the velocity variations are small and the acoustic impedance contrast is high.

**Fig. 2.** Plan view of the different possible transmitter–receiver configurations. In (a) the directions of the electric (E) and magnetic (H) vectors for the considered antenna are provided. The dotted arrow indicates the survey direction.
\( \Delta t_{\text{NMO}} = t - t_0 = t_0 \left( \sqrt{\frac{1}{t_0^2} + \frac{x^2}{V_0^2}} - 1 \right) \) (7)

In a horizontally stratified medium, the travel time equation has the form [77]
\[ t = \sqrt{C_0 + C_1 x^2 + C_2 x^4 + \ldots} \] (8)
in which \( C_0 = t_0^2, C_1 = 1/V_{\text{RMS}} \), while the higher order coefficients are complicated function of travel times and velocities. The RMS velocity (\( V_{\text{RMS}} \)) down to a reflector \( N \) is defined as
\[ V_{\text{RMS}} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \Delta t_i^2} \] (9)
\( \Delta t_i \) is the vertical TWT through the \( i \)th layer and \( t_0 = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \Delta t_i \).

When the SSA is applicable, then Eq. (8) assumes the form:
\[ t = \sqrt{t_0^2 + \frac{x^2}{V_{\text{RMS}}^2}} \] (10)
that is the equation of a hyperbola. We remark that for GPR data the SSA, as well as the ones of sub-horizontal layers, are realistic only in some geological, sedimentological and glaciological cases, while are in general not satisfied for instance in archeological studies or for ultra shallow engineering applications. More complex functions can be adopted, encompassing higher order terms or other special corrections; a comprehensive review is given by Alkhalifah [1] for reflection seismic data.

The most popular techniques to estimate the velocities from CMP gathers is the semblance analysis, which is based on a coherence functional used to quantify how a recorded reflection matches different synthetic hyperbolas, each calculated for a certain velocity value. From a slightly different point of view, the RMS velocity above a given reflector can be estimated by fitting the NMO Eq. (7) with the travel-time vs. offset function [88]. The inherent NMO assumptions of planar, sub-horizontal reflectors and of smooth lateral velocity variations are often not realistic for some GPR applications. Anyway, several successful examples are reported in literature [78,42,67,68,70,9]. Semblance analysis is usually combined with manual or automated fitting of reflections by hyperbolic functions and with the Constant Velocity Gather (CVG) analysis in which the CMP is corrected for different constant velocities: the operator can then select the best velocity value for each reflected event. From the RMS velocities it is possible to compute interval velocities using Dix inversion [33] or other more complex equations that take into account also the deviations from the hyperbolic travel time [43]. Several specific studies [11,47,6,51,78,10] analyzed the possible errors affecting the velocity estimation of GPR data verifying that they are strictly site-dependent and can easily reach values of more than 10–15% [13,38,47]. Becht et al. [6] considered the influence of layer dip and of the velocity contrast, while Barrett et al. [5] and Murray et al. [63] analyzed the errors in glaciological applications.

For such reasons, other more sophisticated techniques were developed both adapting methods already proposed for reflection seismsics and implementing new algorithms specifically dedicated to EM applications. One promising strategy is the pre-stack depth migration (PSDM) velocity analysis [61,66,69,70,15,16]. Such method can be iterated to reduce the estimation errors and is able to resolve spatial velocity heterogeneities on the order of one to three wavelengths at the dominant signal frequency [14]. It is based on the Common Image Gather (CIG), which is conceptually similar to a CMP but is defined only in PSDM domain. When the data are migrated with the correct EM velocity, each reflection in the CIG is imaged at a depth that is independent of offset and if the velocity model is wrong, reflectors are not flattened. This apparent offset-dependency is characterized by increasing depth with offset if the velocity above the reflector is too high or, at the opposite, decreasing depth with offset if the velocity is too low. The CIG shape can be therefore conveniently exploited for improved and well constrained velocity analyses.

Another methodology is the travel time inversion [20,48,49], but it is time and computation consuming and has limitations for complex velocity fields. A more global technique is the full waveform inversion (FWI), developed and applied to several seismic surveys with good results (e.g. [28,18]). These methods cannot be directly applied to EM waves because both amplitudes and phases of the GPR signal depend on the antenna orientation and radiation pattern [57]. In recent years new procedures have been implemented and applied on crosshole datasets [36,62]. Such methods cannot be easily adapted to ground coupled GPR system (i.e. the usual acquisition devices) because the antenna coupling depends on the subsurface material characteristics that are, in general, unknown [19]. So, approximated off-ground GPR full-waveform inversion methods have been implemented both for monostatic [56] and bistatic cases [55]. Recently, Busch et al. [19] proposed a FWI approach for surface GPR data to obtain quantitative values of the electromagnetic properties (electric conductivity, dielectric permittivity) and so to derive the subsurface velocity field. Such method has been applied only to single CMP gathers to date.

Additional specific methodologies, applicable only to MF data and in special cases, have been already implemented. Among the others, Reppert et al. [71] estimated the electric permittivity and the EM velocity by using the Brewster angle analysis on MF data, van der Kruk et al. [84] analyzed the dispersion characteristics for both TE and TM modes, while Strobbia and Cassiani [78] used guided waves for estimating soil water content of the shallow layers.

3.2. Stacking

In reflection seismsics one of the basic operations applied to any MF dataset is the stacking. It sums (i.e. stacks) together all the traces of a CMP after they have been corrected for the NMO, and so after they all have zero offset. In several geophysical techniques, including GPR, there is the common practice to sum together data acquired with the same constant parameters in the same position. This process is usually called vertical stack (VS) and it is advisable to reduce random (i.e. not coherent) noises, while emphasizing the signal content. On GPR data this operation is obtained acquiring more than one trace for each profile location, recording then just the mean trace for each position. In some commercial systems VS is automatically applied, while in some other instruments the operator can fix the number of traces to be collected at each survey point. If coherent noises are present VS emphasizes both signals and such noises, leaving the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) almost unchanged. In usual GPR acquisitions coherent noises are common and their most relevant components are related to ringing phenomena producing the so called “Background noise”, or to undesired reflections or diffractions from objects above the surface (e.g. [64]). Other more peculiar coherent noises are for instance related to lateral waves (as shown in Fig. 6). The traces within a CMP are all related to single subsurface points, but each has a different travel path. This way, we can discriminate the reflections (having hyperbolic shape) not only from random noises, but most important from coherent ones. In other words, after the NMO corrections, each reflection will have a constant travel time.
because its arrivals will be all at a virtual zero offset condition, while noises and not hyperbolic events like air and ground waves will have still an offset dependency so that after the stacking they are canceled out or, at least, significantly attenuated (Figs. 3 and 4). This second stacking type is called horizontal stack (HS), or simply stack. In order to obtain an actual S/N increment it is essential that the NMO correction is accurate for both near and far offset and that the data amplitude has been previously compensated for the different travel paths [68]. In case of dipping reflectors and in the more complex case of conflicting dips, Dip Moveout (DMO) should...

![Figure 3](image-url)  
**Fig. 3.** Sketch of the HS for a CMP with just two reflections. After the NMO correction and the stacking the resulting trace (on the right) shows an apparent higher S/N as compared to each single CO trace of the CMP.

![Figure 4](image-url)  
**Fig. 4.** Example of a real, noisy CMP of 22 traces before (a) and after (b) the NMO correction. In (c) the first trace of (b) is shown, while (d) is the trace after stacking together all the NMO corrected 22 traces: the two reflectors R1 and R2 are significantly emphasized. The two gray dashed lines in (a) mark the air wave (AW) and the ground wave (GW).
be applied before performing accurate velocity analyses and NMO correction (see e.g. [32,70]).

The theoretic increment of S/N is equal to $\sqrt{F}$ i.e. to the root square of the fold [88]. Such result is difficult to achieve from real data since errors in the acquisition geometries, as well as the complexity of the actual EM velocity field and the subsurface structures prevent a perfect in phase stacking of the reflections. Anyway, also under such limitations HS was successfully applied in different environments allowing a substantial S/N increment [37,67,68]. An example of the whole procedure applied to a real CMP gather with a very low S/N and the comparison between a single CO trace and the stacked trace is provided in Fig. 4. The better performances of the stack trace (Fig. 4d) vs. the CO one (Fig. 4c) are apparent, especially for reflection R2, which is embedded in the noise and can be hardly recognized in the CO trace.

It is interesting to observe that a high fold is recommended (15 or 20 traces are an acceptable choice) to perform an accurate velocity analysis, while the improvements obtained from HS are significant even when CMP gathers encompass a limited trace number. Fig. 5 shows a comparison between a CO profile and the corresponding stack section obtained with a maximum fold of 10 (100%). The interpretability of the stack section (Fig. 5b) is significantly increased especially in the deepest part, with horizons more continuous and interpretable down to at least 120 ns and so also below the water table (WT). At the opposite, on the CO section (Fig. 5a) the stratigraphic sequence is difficult to interpret especially where there are strongly dipping reflectors (marked by the white arrow) and in the central part of the section where moderately dipping horizons down to about 70 ns lie on sub-horizontal ones. Such comparison shows also a typical inherent characteristic of the stack section which has, in general, an overall lower vertical resolution compared to a CO profile. This is a consequence of the NMO correction and the HS because for real data the wavelets of the reflections are not perfectly constant at different offsets and each reflection is never perfectly horizontal. So the stacked trace has wider reflections or, in the frequency domain, wavelets shift towards lower spectral components. This is also due to an unavoidable stretching effect produced by the NMO correction that increases at large offsets, short travel times and low velocities [88]. This effect can be only partially compensated before stacking by early muting of the overly stretched segments or by filtering. The overall resolution can anyway be increased by means of post-stack deconvolution (Fig. 5c), even if unwanted high frequency noise components may be introduced by such process.

### 3.3. MF data analysis

MF data are not only necessary in velocity analysis and HS, but are useful in the application of dedicated techniques to...
discriminate and selectively remove specific noise components. Fig. 6 provides an example. The CMP in Fig. 6a shows two parallel events characterized by decreasing TWT for increasing offset (dotted lines in Fig. 6b) besides some clear reflections (R1–R4 in Fig. 6b) and the air (AW) and the ground (GW) waves typical of any GPR dataset. The two former events are backscattered lateral waves (BLW). In this case if we analyze just one trace, which is the case of any CO acquisition, such events would be improperly interpreted as normal reflections. After their recognition, noise (and any kind of non-primary event) can be selectively removed by exploiting the peculiar moveout characteristics on CMP or other gathers. In this example the BLW were almost completely removed by a f-k filter since they opposite dip compared to any other event of the CMP. Such discussion has general validity and several analyses and processing algorithms (e.g. T-p filters, pre-stack migration) can be applied only if MF data are available.

3.4. Amplitude Versus Offset

When dense MF data are available, several specific data analysis procedures can be applied. Among the methods proposed we here summarize the Amplitude Versus Offset (AVO) analysis. AVO is a well established technique that is routinely applied in reflection seismic exploration to analyze the amplitudes of compressional and shear waves to detect hydrocarbons and fluid contacts (as water/oil/gas) in the reservoir (e.g. [24,25]). For EM waves the amplitude dependency is controlled by the reflection coefficients that depend on the contrast of electrical properties. Since the 1990s, several researchers analyzed the potential and the peculiarities of such technique in GPR applications to different environments. Lehmann [59] analyzed the complex reflection coefficients as a function of varying conductivity; Baker [3] discussed the applicability of AVO to contaminant detection providing both the theoretical background and some synthetic examples; Zeng et al. [90] modeled the effects of varying parameters in the Cole–Cole equation and discussed the AVO behavior. An inherent complexity of AVO response for EM waves is that it is determined by a combined effect of electric conductivity, dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability. Numerical models indicate that the most prominent AVO effects occur when high EM contrasts are due to the presence of different rocks/sediments, but especially to variations of fluid saturation and characteristics [90]. Therefore, there are several examples of application of the AVO technique to the location and characterization of pollutants. For instance: Deeds and Bradford [31] applied AVO to detect LNAPL within an aquitard; Bradford [12] investigated a LNAPL high-conductive plume; Jordan et al. [54] exploited real data in a NAPL release; Carcione et al. [22] evaluated the AVO applicability to detect contaminants and water intrusions. Bradford and Deeds [15] analyzed in detail the effect of thin beds on AVO, estimating strengths and limitations of such technique. Such authors concluded that the AVO applicability is still limited, probably due to the difficulty of efficiently collecting continuous MF data with commercially available single-channel GPR systems, but they expect that multifold acquisition will become more efficient and more widely applied with hardware advances. On the other hand, with a specific dedicated processing, quantitative GPR AVO analyses are possible and hold significant potential as an exploratory tool, especially when combined TE and TM data are fully exploited. One still open issue is related to the processing to be applied on data before AVO analysis. In particular, a so called true-amplitude approach is mandatory to preserve the actual amplitude behavior. This is a critical task because the radiation pattern within the subsurface is generally unknown and so any amplitude recovery can be just a rough approximation of the actual physics of the phenomenon. In addition, there are further simplifying assumptions essential to reduce the AVO response of GPR survey to a manageable problem such as a constant antenna coupling or a negligible frequency dependency of the material properties: all such questions should be fully addressed in the future in order to extend and optimize the applicability of the method.

4. Discussion and the road ahead

In recent years a remarkable advancement in the GPR field took place thanks to the implementation of new multi-channel systems while common commercial instruments are traditionally single-channel (i.e. connected to just one transmitting and one receiving antenna). The antennas can be divided in different categories like: shielded or unshielded, air or ground coupled, as well as on the base of their polarization or typology (e.g. bow-tie, horn, resistively loaded dipoles, Vivaldi, spiral). Nowadays arrays of antennas are available for many commercial systems. An array is an obvious method of increasing the productivity rate. There are two conceptually different approaches to design arrays [53]. The first is simply to combine a number of single channel radars into a single system. The other, more interesting, is to implement the system as an integral array exploiting the increased capability related to inserting into the array antennas with different frequency, orientation, spacing. There are several examples of applications of arrays of antennas in different environments. Some workers
implemented arrays for landmine detection, which was one of the first GPR applications with very peculiar requirements and constraints [65,87]. Archeological and cultural heritage studies [40,45,58] are another typical case because it is quite common that techniques that are mature from the theoretical point of view but virtually in constraints [65,87]. Archeological and cultural heritage studies.

Most of the applications of the arrays exploit just the increased productivity of the instruments, which can acquire millions of traces in a relatively short time and with high location accuracy when latest-generation GPS or total station systems are used. The virtually infinite possibility of combinations between antennas having the same or different polarizations, bandwidths, offsets, orientations, make possible to apply processing and analysis techniques that are mature from the theoretical point of view but up to now are rarely applied due to logistic constraints like, first of all, an extended acquisition time. Polarimetric analyses could be routinely implemented with dedicated acquisition geometries implemented through such multi-channel systems. Such data sets would be not only useful for AVO, but also for Amplitude Versus Azimuth (AVA) analyses exploiting the full 3-D acquisition benefits.

Rough terrains (or snake) antennas are another recent hardware-ware implementation. Many manufacturers developed antennas dedicated to acquisitions on irregular surfaces. Such devices can have different implementations depending on the engineering details but all of them are characterized by flexible connections between the transmitter and receiver allowing, in general, a better coupling with the ground. Besides the apparent logistic advantages and the data quality improvements when applied to extremely complex conditions (forests, rocky surfaces, highly vegetated areas), further MF applications could be implemented. As far as we know, at the moment no rough terrain multi-channel system is available on the market even if its implementation is in principle feasible from the technological point of view. A flexible case (such a plastic/pvc tube) with multiple antennas inside at fixed or variable spacing, thus reproducing a kind of land streamer analog to marine seismic streamers routinely used for seismic acquisition, could further increase the feasibility and effectiveness of extensive MF GPR surveys.

5. Conclusion

MF GPR allows to obtain enhanced subsurface images and quantitative information about physical properties of the materials if compared with the usual CO techniques. The EM velocity field represents the most important information that can be extracted from field data and, except some peculiar cases, it can be estimated with sufficient accuracy and confidence only when MF data are available. From the velocity field several other properties can be derived or correlated thanks to the existing theoretical physical laws as well as empirical or semi-empirical equations. Porosity, water or other fluids content, dielectric permittivity, bulk electric conductivity, density of frozen materials, fluid saturation, moisture content, intrinsic EM attenuation, hydraulic conductivity, are some of the physical parameters which can be assessed. The inherent limitations of the velocity estimation performed on CO data reduce the accuracy of any derived quantity, while MF acquisitions can partially overcome such problem.

HS is a conceptually simple and effective way to recognize and suppress both random and coherent noise. An improved S/N allows to reach larger investigation depths in many real cases. This is a crucial point when using a geophysical system like GPR, which has intrinsic depth limitations especially when used in moderate to high electrical conductive environments. Most of the methodologies summarized in this paper are adapted from reflection seismic and are robust, mature and tested even in challenging conditions. We are confident that the GPR technique could further advance by just exploiting the full range of processing and inversion options that is offered by contiguous wave-equation based geophysical methods (such as e.g. 3-D multi-component seismic). Recent theoretical advancements in imaging, full wave-form inversion, as well as specific attribute analysis exploiting the peculiar frequency dependency and attenuation of EM waves could provide additional elements for methodological improvement. At the same time, the increasing diffusion of array of antennas or other innovative solutions in the antenna design and manufacturing, could sensibly reduce the field work, while increasing the amount of recorded information, so widening the applicability of the GPR technique and improving the quality of the results.
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